"For Immediate Press Release

Avid Learning is proud to support TEDxGateway for the fourth year in a row and partner with
TEDxGateway 2016
At AVID, it is our constant endeavor to bring you the latest from the fields of art, culture, literature and
innovation by providing a platform for global thinkers, visionaries, and practitioners through AVID's
panel discussions, workshops, collaborations with leading international platforms. This year, thus far, we
have completed over 100 programs and drawn in more than 8000 people!
In continuation with the same spirit, we have had a long-standing association with TEDxGateway for the
past four years, including TEDxGateway Women 2015, and are pleased to announce our partnership
with and presence at the day-long conference, TEDxGateway 2016, which will be held on Sunday,
December 4th, 2016 @ NCPA, Mumbai. A full list of speakers is available here for your perusal:
http://www.tedxgateway.com.
We look forward to your participation and urge you to remember that... #Learning Never Stops!
Venue: NCPA Theatre, Nariman Point, Mumbai
Time: 8:00 AM (Registration) 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM (Conference)
Date: 4th December, 2016
Press Email / Call: Ayeshah Dadachanji on ayeshah.avid@gmail.com / +91 9820155297

About TEDxGateway
TED is a nonprofit devoted to Ideas Worth Spreading. It started out (in 1984) as a conference bringing
together people from three worlds: Technology, Entertainment, Design. Since then its scope has become
ever broader. TEDxGateway is an independently organized TED event operated under license from TED.
At the day long conference they will feature eminent speakers from different walks of life will share
unique ideas from India and all around the globe. TEDxGateway’s community is multi-disciplinary – their
Delegates represent every field from A (architects) to Z (zoologists).This breathtaking range of
experiences and perspectives provides the richest possible landscape for creative collisions. Any chance
meeting at TEDxGateway can lead to exciting new ideas and insights. Each conversation with a new
person could reveal new trends, treatments and technologies – or spark them.
About Avid Learning
Avid Learning, a public programming platform and cultural philanthropy arm of the Essar Group was
founded in 2009, with the vision of featuring the best of Indian and International Writers, Artists,
Thinkers and Cultural Experts, in the fields of Arts, Literature, Culture and Heritage, Design and
Innovation through engaging formats like Workshops, Panel Discussions, Gallery Walkthroughs, Master
Classes and Festival Platforms. Since our inception, AVID has conducted over 600 programs and
connected with more than 85,000 individuals, a mix of students, homemakers, corporates and creative
enthusiasts in different Indian cities like Mumbai, Delhi, Jaipur, Hazira and Vadinar. Over the years, AVID
has also gained a reputation for curating thought provoking, trending and forward looking content that
art industry practioners, patrons and art enthusiasts find stimulating both intellectually and creatively.
AVID looks to the emerging opportunities and changing practices in this field, and continue to scan the
arts and culture horizons globally in search of path-breaking programs that can be brought to discerning
audiences in India. AVID seek to invite more people into the conversation about the arts and culture by
deepening learning experiences through sustained partnerships and series and by diversifying their
programming through new spaces, formats and approaches.
Thanks to a dedicated and innovative team, as well as a loyal community of learners, AVID continues to
give truth to the belief that Learning Never Stops!
"

